
1. Introduction
Unsupervised clustering is a popular technique for investigating the behavior of large, complex data sets 
and has been applied to a wide range of problems (Ambroise et  al.,  2000; Palomo et  al.,  2012). It has been 
a particularly useful tool in climate science research due to the size of data sets, high degree of spatial and 
temporal auto-correlation, and focus on physical phenomena that are easily categorizable (Cassano et al., 2007; 
Cavazos, 2000; Coggins et al., 2014; Gibson et al., 2017; Hewitson & Crane, 2002; Jakob, 2003). However, there 
is a tendency to assume that any clusters generated are highly representative of their constituent data without 
detailed examination of the behavior within these clusters. There are several reasons why a clustering scheme 
could lead to unrepresentative clusters including a poor choice of clustering algorithm, requesting an inadequate 
number of clusters or the underlying data could be poorly suited to clustering. Additionally, past research on clus-
tering in the geophysics has often used a variety of alternative approaches for determining optimal cluster number 
(Cassano et  al.,  2007; Gibson et  al.,  2017; Harrington et  al.,  2016; Hewitson & Crane, 2002; Kidson, 2000; 
Sheridan & Lee, 2011). This is because many of these past papers were making conscious trade-offs between 
optimizing cluster numbers based on a mathematical operation and focusing on cluster interpretability. While 
these trade-offs often serve the purpose of the clustering well, they can lead to an increased internal variabil-
ity within the clusters. Interestingly, some of these issues were discussed with much foresight in Vesanto and 
Alhoniemi (2000), particularly the balancing act between interpretability and cluster separation.

It is common for a set of clusters to be reused as the basis of follow-up research (Cassano et al., 2007; Coggins 
et al., 2014; Kidson, 2000). This approach has the advantage of being able to generate coherent bodies of work 
that allow researchers to better understand the associated phenomena. However, often these clusters will have 
unexamined biases. As such, poor results can be propagated forward without a serious re-examination of the 
underlying data. A key motivating factor for this research is determining a way to identify these biases without 
discarding the useful results from the earlier research.
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on interpretability over mathematical optimization. Two metrics, the Davies-Bouldin index and the subsom 
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examined over several geographic regions showing mostly consistent behavior. There are, however, some large 
anomalies such as the behavior of the clear sky cluster or the behavior of several different clusters over the 
Arctic Ocean. To aide our interpretation of these results, two clusters are chosen for a detailed analysis of their 
subclusters. The geographic distributions and radiative properties of these subclusters are examined and clearly 
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these metrics if they were applied to other geophysical data sets.
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Understanding the behavior of clusters becomes more complex when multiple data sets are simultaneously exam-
ined such as in climate model evaluation (Mason et al., 2015; Williams & Tselioudis, 2007). Working on multiple 
data sets is often an issue as applying clusters established using one data set to a second data set means that the 
resulting analysis can be impacted by biases in either data set and therefore without understanding the underlying 
data it becomes difficult to reach definitive conclusions. Similarly complex attribution issues arise if instead of 
using one set of clusters as a basis for examining other data, a combined set of clusters is generated using multiple 
data sets as in Mason et al. (2015). Additionally, changes in the underlying data set due to nonstationary phenom-
ena such as the effects of climate change will also impact the interpretation. Detailed examination of the internal 
variability of the clusters can also provide valuable information to aide in the interpretation of the clusters (Cho 
et al., 2021).

For this research, we choose to focus on clusters that were generated using the self-organizing map (SOM) unsu-
pervised learning algorithm. This algorithm has been used in a wide range of applications (Allinson & Ellis, 1992; 
Auger et al., 1992; Campelo et al., 2014), but is most commonly used as a clustering algorithm (Kohonen, 2013). 
Details about the design and operation of the SOM are given in Kohonen (1998) and Kohonen (2013). This paper 
focuses on internal cluster variability and primarily explores this variability through the use of subclustering or 
subsomming (also known as hierarchical somming/clustering). Subclustering is the process in which the cluster-
ing algorithm is reapplied to data that has already been clustered, resulting in the identification of representative 
subclusters within each of the original clusters. There are several variants of the SOM algorithm that make 
use of hierarchical clustering when generating clusters such as the ASSOM (Kohonen et al., 1997), GHSOM 
(Dittenbach et al., 2002), RSOM (Zhang & Yu, 2006), and TreeSOM (Samsonova et al., 2006). This approach has 
also been previously used to determine the optimal number of cloud clusters (Oreopoulos et al., 2016). However, 
rarely have these techniques been used generate subclusters on an existing cluster for the purpose of cluster 
evaluation which is what is done in this paper. Earlier examples of subclustering briefly being used in this 
capacity include McDonald et al. (2016) which creates subnodes to examine subtle variability with nodes and Jin 
et al. (2020) which used subregimes to split up an overly popular cluster. One major advantage, this approach has 
over defining new clusters is that it allows past research to be easily expanded upon.

The specific clusters used in this research are the cloud clusters developed using the SOM approach in Schuddeboom 
et al. (2018). These clusters were generated using cloud top pressure-cloud optical thickness (CTP-COT) joint 
histograms from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data set. This is based on a 
framework established by previous research including the SOM-based clustering in McDonald et al. (2016) as 
well as earlier research based on k-means clustering (Jakob, 2003; Leinonen et al., 2016; Oreopoulos et al., 2014). 
This approach for defining cloud clusters has been particularly useful for evaluating the quality of model cloud 
representation, as it allows for a cloud type-based evaluation of model cloud properties (Mason et  al.,  2015; 
Williams & Tselioudis, 2007; Williams & Webb, 2009). By focusing on specific cloud types, individual errors in 
the model associated with a cloud type can be identified. This is particularly valuable for model evaluation as it 
circumvents the issue of compensating errors, which occur when one error in a model is canceled out by another. 
These compensating errors are often very hard to identify but cloud clusters can provide unique insight of these 
errors. For example, Schuddeboom et al. (2019) uses cloud clusters to estimate the magnitude of compensating 
errors between different cloud types in the shortwave (SW) cloud radiative effect (CRE) for a set of simulations. 
This was refined in Schuddeboom and McDonald (2021) which extended the same approach to evaluating a range 
of CMIP6 models over the Southern Ocean region.

Using subclusters generated by the SOM algorithm allows for a deeper investigation of the behavior that occurs 
within these clusters. By investigating the constituent members of a cluster, it is possible to improve the under-
standing of the phenomena that drive the behavior of the cluster. Past research has explored these relationships 
implicitly through many techniques including dendrograms. The relationship between clusters and their constitu-
ents can be quantified explicitly in several different ways using subclusters. In this paper, the behavior of subclus-
ters is investigated through the usage of two different metrics, the Davies-Bouldin (DB) index and the subsom 
entropy. The DB index (Davies & Bouldin, 1979) is a well-established metric that quantifies how distinct similar 
clusters are, while the subsom entropy is a metric defined in this paper that describes how evenly distributed the 
occurrence rates of the subclusters are. Other metrics for cluster evaluation besides the DB index are considered 
briefly, but their results are shown to be similar. The DB index and subsom entropy let us identify anomalous 
clusters for which the subclusters can then be examined in detail. While the approach that is developed in this 
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paper are used with the SOM clustering scheme, they can be applied to subclusters generated by any clustering 
algorithm.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

The cloud clusters developed in Schuddeboom et al. (2018) are used for the analysis in this paper. These clusters 
were generated by applying the SOM algorithm to CTP-COT joint histograms from the MODIS data set. MODIS 
is an instrument aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites that provides 1° × 1° resolution measurements of various 
cloud properties by passively sensing radiances at different wavelengths (King et al., 2003; Platnick et al., 2003). 
In particular, we use data from the collection six data set (Platnick et al., 2017) covering the year 2007. As 2007 
is a strong La Niña year that led to another strong La Niña year, it could be suspected that this would bias our 
results. However, the interannual variability was low enough that any bias would be small. While 1 year is a very 
limited time period, our past work has only found minor variations in the clusters when examined on a decadal 
time scale. Additionally, the volume of data over a single year is still very large with over 30 million samples 
per year. This presents some issues with accurate estimation of uncertainties that could potentially be addressed 
with a subsampling strategy; however, we consider this out of scope in the present study. There are also several 
well-known biases in the MODIS data set including handling of partially cloudy (PCL) pixels, limited sampling 
and broken cloud but we do not think that these will bias our analysis.

The clusters generated from the MODIS data are shown in Figure 1. A full description of the generation of these 
clusters is given in Schuddeboom et al. (2018). Note that the histograms presented in this figure are the repre-
sentative nodes of the SOM and not the mean histogram of all of the cluster constituents. As such, they are likely 

Figure 1. The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) cloud top pressure (CTP)-cloud optical thickness (COT) histogram clusters developed in 
Schuddeboom et al. (2018). The numbers in the subtitles of each cluster represent the relative frequency of occurrence (RFO) and the mean total cloud fraction (TCF) 
of the members of the cluster. When a given grid cell exceeds the limits of the color bar, it is displayed with a number over the grid cell that states the magnitude. 
Additionally, if none of the cells exceed the limits of the color bar, the highest occurrence cell is labeled with its magnitude.
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to appear less similar to their constituents because of the neighborhood effects of the SOM algorithm. The cloud 
fraction values that are used in this paper are also taken from the MODIS data set.

One aspect which could impact the interpretation of these clusters is the close relationship between several of the 
clusters. This will be discussed where relevant throughout the manuscript but to aide the reader unfamiliar with 
our previous papers, we have also included a figure which shows the Pearson correlation coefficient between 
each of the cluster histograms in Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1. Caution should be used when inter-
preting these values as they are simply the correlation coefficient between the representative histograms. These 
values are intended just a brief summary of these relationships, a more comprehensive examination would look 
at geographic distributions and relationship to physical properties as in Schuddeboom et al. (2018). Figure S1 in 
Supporting Information S1 shows many very strong correlations between the histograms with the strongest rela-
tionships seen between neighboring nodes, highlighting many of the relationships established in Schuddeboom 
et al.  (2018). The fact that the histograms generally consist of a few dominant cells and then generally small 
values in the other cells leads potentially to inflated correlation values.

We choose to use the clusters from Schuddeboom et  al.  (2018) because they are representative of clustering 
approaches used in the geophysics, they clearly describe the underlying data and because these clusters have 
established links to physical descriptions of clouds. It could be argued that cluster accuracy would be improved 
with additional preprocessing such as removing outliers based on silhouette values. However, as stated above, the 
clusters from Schuddeboom et al. (2018) were developed in a manner consistent with other clustering research in 
the geophysics. As the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the methodology used, the exact set of clusters used 
should not strongly impact the results but ensuring that the clusters used are similar to those used in other research 
is important. Given the motivations for this research, using a data set based on complex real-world data instead of 
any simplified test data set will also be important due to differences in variability within clusters.

Each cluster from Schuddeboom et al. (2018) was split into six subclusters. These subclusters are generated by 
applying the SOM algorithm to the constituents of the predefined clusters. Several different configurations and 
numbers of subclusters were tried. Ultimately six subclusters appeared to capture a wide range of behavior in the 
MODIS data while keeping each of the subclusters relatively distinct from one another. A plot which shows the 
sensitivity of the DB index and SSE values to subcluster number is included in Figure S2 in Supporting Infor-
mation S1. It shows that while there is variability due to the cluster number, the variations appear to be relatively 
minor particularly in normalized SSE where the majority of clusters show differences between the smallest and 
largest values of <10%. This suggests that the choice of cluster number will impact our results but the impacts 
will be relatively minor. It also suggests that an approach with a different number of subclusters for each cluster 
might be more suitable; however, we opt to keep things simple by using a single fixed number. A three by two 
grid is used for our subclustering, which ensures two modes of variability can be covered by the subclusters. 
Additionally, later analysis requires the MODIS data to be subset into different regions. The regions analyzed 
in this paper are the same as those used in Schuddeboom et al. (2018), which are in turn based on those used in 
Leinonen et al. (2016) and are also shown in a figure that is included as Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1.

In addition to cloud data taken from the MODIS data set, radiative fluxes from the Clouds and the Earth's 
Radiant Energy System (CERES) synoptic 1° (SYN1deg) product are also used (Doelling et al., 2013; Smith 
et al., 2011; Wielicki et al., 1996). CERES is a three channel radiometer that is carried aboard several differ-
ent satellites including both the Aqua and Terra satellites which hold the MODIS instruments. The CERES 
instruments passively records radiance measurements which are then processed to form higher level data sets, 
such as SYN1deg. In particular, this paper uses SW and longwave (LW) top of atmosphere fluxes for clear sky 
and overcast conditions to generate SW and LW CRE values following the process described in Schuddeboom 
et al. (2018).

2.2. Methodology

In many applications of unsupervised learning algorithms, it can be difficult to interpret the behavior of the 
resulting clusters. When the underlying data set is suitable, this issue can be circumvented by using a small 
number of clusters. However, with most data sets, a large number of clusters is needed to capture the variability 
in the system. This results in many researchers making a trade-off between the mathematical quality of larger 
cluster numbers and the interpretability of smaller cluster numbers. In many cases, the large number of clusters 
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makes subjective evaluation impossible, so metric-based evaluation is required. This work focuses on exploring 
two such metrics that can be used to understand the variability within clusters. First is the DB index which is well 
established in prior cluster research. This index is commonly used to determine the optimal number of clusters for 
a given data set and is used in this work to represent how distinct the subclusters are from each other. The second 
metric used is the subsom entropy which is a new metric defined in this paper based on the well-established 
concept of entropy. The subsom entropy analyzes the different occurrence rates of the subclusters which is often 
overlooked by established cluster variability metrics. This can have a large impact on the interpretation of clusters 
due to the complementary role that occurrence rates can play in aiding the interpretation provided by other forms 
of analysis like the DB and Calinski-Harabasz (CH) indices.

The DB index was first defined in Davies and Bouldin (1979) to determine the optimal number of clusters for 
a given data set. The basis of this paper was that by generating several sets of clusters, each with a different 
number of clusters, and calculating the Davies-Bouldin index, the set of clusters that minimizes this index would 
be the most representative of the underlying data. This index is used in a fundamentally different capacity in this 
study, instead of calculating the index once for the full set of clusters it is calculated for every cluster using its 
subclusters. Other metrics that provide a similar function to the DB index were also briefly examined with their 
results included in Section 5 and Supporting Information S1. These include the Dunn index, Silhouetting, and 
the CH index (Calinski & Harabasz, 1974; Halkidi et al., 2002a, 2002b; Rousseeuw, 1987; Saini et al., 2019). 
By calculating the DB index for each cluster, the internal variability within the cluster is quantified. The index is 
calculated using the following series of equations:

DB =
1

𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁
∑

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 (1)

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 + 𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗

 (2)

where DB is the Davies-Bouldin index, Ri is an intermediary variable used in the calculation and i and j are iterat-
ing variables that correspond to the subclusters. N is the number of subclusters associated with the given cluster, 
Si is a measure of the dispersion of subcluster i and Mij is a measure of distance between the subclusters i and j. 
Specifically, we use the MATLAB package SOM Toolbox to calculate the Davies-Bouldin index which uses the 
following equations for Si:

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 =

{

1

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖
∑

𝑗𝑗=1

|𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖|
𝑞𝑞

}

1

𝑞𝑞

 (3)

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =

{

𝐿𝐿
∑

𝑘𝑘=1

|𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘|
𝑝𝑝

}

1

𝑝𝑝

 (4)

where Ti is the number of constituent vectors allocated to subcluster i, Xj,i is the jth constituent vector of the cluster 
i and Yi is the mean of all of the constituent vectors of subcluster i. L is the number of elements in each of the 
vectors and the variable k in Equation 4 is used to iterate over each element within the vector Yi,k. p and q define 
the distance metric used. In this work, we use the SOM Toolbox default values of p = q = 2 which corresponds 
to the Euclidean distance. We did experiment with other value of p and q; however, the impacts were minimal 
on our data set.

Summarizing, Si describes how variable the data aggregated into a subcluster is while Mij describes how distinct 
the subcluster centroid is from the other subcluster centroids. Therefore, Ri is a ratio of the variability within the 
subclusters to the distinctness of its subclusters. This means that a large Ri value indicates that the subclusters 
within the cluster are unrepresentative of the underlying data either due to the subclusters containing highly 
variable data or being too similar to each other. This is why minimizing the Ri value can be used to determine the 
optimal number of clusters. As only the maximum value pair is used to calculate Ri, each subcluster is compared 
only to its most similar subcluster. In addition to the DB index, which is primarily used as a measure of subcluster 
distinctness, S and M values are also directly used to evaluate the behavior of the clusters later in this paper.
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While the DB index summarizes the relationships between the subclusters of a given cluster, it has a clear limi-
tation in that it does not consider the occurrence rates of the subclusters. This means the DB index can be 
unrepresentative as very rare clusters can ultimately control the results. Therefore, we introduce the subsom 
entropy which quantifies how even the occurrence rates are across different subclusters. Entropy is often used 
as a statistical measure of randomness in a system which consists of several microstates (Shannon, 2001) and 
has also been used for many different purposes in several studies in the atmospheric sciences (Bannon, 2015; 
Krützmann et al., 2008; McDonald & Cairns, 2020) and in past clustering-based studies (Campelo et al., 2014; 
De Mántaras, 1991; Halkidi et al., 2002b). By understanding that the occurrence rate of subclusters are equivalent 
to the probability of the occurrence of a given microstate, entropy can be used as a measure of the evenness of the 
distribution of subcluster occurrence rates. As such, the subsom entropy allows us to incorporate occurrence rate 
into our analysis. As suggested above, this aides in the interpretation of many other metrics such as the DB index 
and can provide some additional insight into the cluster variability. Specifically, we define the subsom entropy 
by the equation

SSE𝑗𝑗 = −

∑

𝑖𝑖

RFO𝑖𝑖ln (RFO𝑖𝑖) (5)

where SSEj is the subsom entropy of cluster j and RFOi is the occurrence rate of subcluster i given that the corre-
sponding cluster j occurs. This equation has the same form as the standard statistical mechanics and information 
theory equations for entropy. The RFO values in this equation must be scaled to a fraction between 0 and 1 (tech-
nically not including 0 where the natural log is undefined). The simplest interpretation of the subsom entropy is 
that the smaller the value the more unevenly distributed the subcluster RFO is. Therefore, a small subsom entropy 
indicates that a given cluster is dominated by one or two subclusters.

While both of these metrics are useful for analyzing clusters individually, as discussed earlier they are more 
powerful when used in conjunction. For example, if a cluster has a low DB index and a low SSE, it must have 
relatively representative subclusters with uneven occurrence rates. This corresponds to a cluster with several 
physically meaningfully distinct states with one or two of the states being more common than the others. On the 
other hand, a cluster with a high DB index and a low SSE would have unrepresentative subclusters dominated by 
a few subclusters. This could mean that there is very little variance in the constituents of the cluster or potentially 
indicates some underlying issue with the data being clustered. Alternatively, a cluster with a high DB index and 
high SSE value would contain unrepresentative subclusters with no single subcluster dominating. This describes 
a situation where the cluster is unlikely to be a physically coherent cluster. These clusters would be the strongest 
targets for further analysis that is focused on understanding data that is poorly captured by the set of clusters. 
Finally, a low DB and high SSE cluster would be highly representative of the underlying data.

3. Results
The clusters developed in Schuddeboom et al. (2018) are examined by the creation of subclusters for each of 
these clusters. The DB index and SSE values were calculated for each of the MODIS cloud clusters using these 
subclusters. The DB value is calculated for each cluster using the calculation in Equations 1–4 and the SSE is 
calculated using the subcluster RFOs. These values are shown in Figure 2 for each of the clusters. The majority of 
clusters are grouped relatively tightly with the exception of cluster 6 which has the largest DB and smallest SSE 
values. Our previous work labeled cluster 6 as the clear sky cluster and identified it as a significant problem for 
model simulation (Schuddeboom et al., 2018). Besides cluster 6, the next largest outlier is cluster 2. This is mostly 
because cluster 2 shows the second largest DB value which suggests that its subclusters are relatively unrepre-
sentative. A potential argument could be made for interpreting these clusters in smaller groupings; however, 
the differences between these groupings would be very small and mostly based on DB index alone. Alternative 
versions of this plot using the Dunn index, CH index, and Silhouette values are included in Supporting Informa-
tion S1. These show quite different results highlighting that choice of metric will impact the results.

To investigate what is driving the variation in the DB values, Figure 3 shows the mean, minimum, and maximum 
Si, Mij, and Ri as defined in Equations 2–4. Examining the S values, it is clear that three of the clusters (clusters 
1, 5, and 9) stand out with large mean and maximum values. However, these clusters all correspond to small to 
average DB index values due to their large M values. Additionally, clusters 2 and 6, which have the largest DB 
values, show smaller than average S values, but the smallest M values. Clusters 10, 11, and 12 all show similar 
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patterns to clusters 1, 5, and 9 with above average S values and large M values. Due to this combination of S and 
M values, clusters 10, 11, and 12 have some of the lowest DB values. Clusters 3, 4, 7, and 8 all show extremely 
small S and smaller than average M values. This results in above average DB values, meaning less representative 
subclusters. Also clear from Figure 3 is that the M values generally show a larger variability than the S values and 
therefore have a greater role in determining a clusters DB index.

Examination of the ranges of values in Figure 3 can also provide insight into the subclusters. For instance, clusters 
2 and 6 both show a large range of S values and relatively tightly packed M values. This means that the corre-
sponding subclusters are similar to one another, but have a wide range of behavior in their constituent histograms. 
Clusters 1, 5, and 9 show interesting behavior in their ranges, with large ranges in both S and M but not in R. This 
must be due to the subclusters with large S values always having a corresponding large M value to keep the ratio 
for R similar. While the R values generally show small ranges, clusters 3, 6, and 8 have a large range of R values. 
For clusters 3 and 8, this is likely due to the limited variation in S while in cluster 6 it is due to relatively tightly 
constrained M values.

Also included in Figure 3 is the distribution of Pearson correlation coefficient values calculated between each 
cluster and its constituent histograms. This approach has been used previously to examine internal cluster varia-
bility (Gibson et al., 2017; McDonald & Parsons, 2018) fulfilling a similar role to the S value. The results show 
that while there is some agreement on how representative a cluster is between the correlation coefficient and the 
DB index values; in general, they are quite different. For example, both the DB index and correlation coefficient 
results show that cluster 6 is potentially unrepresentative of its constituents; however, the correlation coefficient 
identifies cluster 5 as unrepresentative while the DB index does not. This could be partly due to the correlation 
coefficient calculation examining the entire cluster, while the S value is calculated by examining each of the 
subclusters independently. As such, cluster 5 results could be explained by having distinct subclusters that are 
considerably more representative of their constituents than the cluster. There does appear to be some relation-
ship between a clusters maximum S value and correlation coefficients, with the largest S values showing the 
lowest correlation coefficient values. This is possibly due to high S values requiring at least one subcluster where 
the constituents are significantly different from their representative histogram which would naturally imply a 
smaller  correlation coefficient.

The results of Figure 3 can be used to more clearly interpret the results from Figure 2. Clusters 1, 5, and 9 have 
large S values which indicate that when their subclusters are examined they have a relatively wide range of 
constituent histograms. Additionally, the M values suggest that each of these subclusters are distinct from one 

Figure 2. The global Davies-Bouldin index and subsom entropy values for each of the MODIS-derived cloud clusters. Note 
the restricted scale used in the axis to better highlight the differences between the clusters.
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Figure 3. The breakdown of the global Davies-Bouldin index into Si, Mi,j, and Ri for each of the different clusters. Also 
included is the Pearson correlation coefficient between each cluster and its constituent histograms. The black box represents 
the mean values for the cluster. For the first three subplots, the orange bars show the minimum and maximum values. For the 
correlation coefficient plot, the inner black bars indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles and the outer orange bars indicate the 
5th and 95th percentiles.
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another. Combining these shows that clusters 1, 5, and 9 have distinct subclusters, but these still fail to capture 
all of the behaviors in the constituent histograms. Similar conclusions can be reached about cluster 10, 11, and 
12, but due to their lower S values, it appears these clusters have subclusters that are slightly better at represent-
ing their constituents. On the other hand, clusters 2 and 6 show a wide range of constituent histograms within 
each subcluster, but considerably less distinct subclusters. When the low SSE values of these clusters, shown in 
Figure 2, are also considered, it suggests that these clusters are represented by a dominant subcluster which may 
be impacting the S values because all of the other subclusters are given equal weighting. The remaining clusters 
all show low S and M values.

The information presented in Figure  2 describes global behavior of these clusters, but may also mask large 
regional variability. To investigate the regional variation in the behavior of the clusters, the values for the DB 
index and the SSE are plotted for different regions of the globe in Figure 4. These plots are shown as anomalies 
from the global values in Figure 2 to better illustrate regional variation. A version of this plot using the regional 
values instead of the anomalies is included in Supporting Information S1. The nine regions examined in this 
figure are those defined in Schuddeboom et  al.  (2018) and a corresponding figure showing these regions is 
included in Supporting Information S1. In general, the region results are similar to the global results shown in 
Figure 2. There are, however, some regions such as the North Ocean and the North Atlantic which have many 
clusters that stand out as anomalies. There also appear to be some clusters that are more likely to be outliers like 
clusters 1, 11, and 12.

The region which is the largest outlier in Figure 4 is the North Ocean region. This region shows SSE and DB 
values that contrast strongly with the global results. These differences are larger in the SSE than the DB index. 
This region shows major deviations in many clusters including clusters 2 and 6 which do not have the same anom-
alous subsom entropy that they do globally. Clusters 1 and 11 have the smallest SSE values, showing smaller 

Figure 4. The region-specific Davies-Bouldin index and subsom entropy values for each cluster. These values are presented as anomalies from the global mean values. 
Any clusters that are a distance greater than 0.25 from the origin are labeled with their cluster numbers. Additionally, star symbols are plotted on the closest point when 
a cluster exceeds the bounds of the figure. The regions plotted are the regions identified Schuddeboom et al. (2018).
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values than the global values for cluster 6. The differences shown in this region could be at least partially due to 
the North Ocean region being the smallest region examined. This region also has several other clusters which 
display notable behavior, such as clusters 1, 2, and 3 showing abnormally large DB index values.

4. Case Studies
Cluster 6 has been identified as the strongest outlier in Figures 2–4. Our past research established this cluster as 
associated with relatively clear skies concentrated over deserts. To better understand this cluster, a more detailed 
examination of its subclusters is undertaken. First, the subcluster histograms associated with cluster 6 are shown 
in Figure 5. As the mean histograms of the subclusters are used in the metric analysis, they are shown here instead 
of the nodes of the SOM. The results shown earlier in Figure 1 identify cluster 6 as having low cloud fraction and 
a very diffuse overall structure. It is immediately clear that all of the subcluster histograms differ significantly 
from the representative cluster. The cloud types represented by these subclusters also differ considerably with 
the most common and second most common clusters showing an almost 80% difference in cloud fraction. The 
subclusters show a clear ordered structure along both axes, which is expected due to the SOM process. This is 
visible along the rows in the form of an increase in cloud fraction and a shift to higher optical thicknesses as we 
move from left to right. Comparing the rows shows that the subclusters in the bottom row have a similar structure 
to those in the top row but with lower cloud fractions. As expected from the low subsom entropy value of the 
cluster, the RFO of the different subclusters is very unevenly distributed, with the vast majority of the constituents 
associated with the lowest cloud fraction subcluster (subcluster 4).

Detailed examination of subcluster histograms in Figure 5 allows us to better understand the cluster 6 results 
shown in Figure 3. For instance, the average M value for cluster 6 is the smallest of all the clusters. This means 
that the average Euclidean distance between the subclusters is less than any other cluster. While the clusters 

Figure 5. The mean cloud top pressure-cloud optical thickness (CTP-COT) histograms for each of the subclusters associated with cluster 6. The numbers in the 
subtitles of each cluster represent the relative frequency of occurrence (RFO) and the mean total cloud fraction (TCF) of the members of the cluster. When a given grid 
cell exceeds the limits of the color bar, it is displayed with a number over the grid cell that states the magnitude. Additionally, if none of the cells exceed the limits of 
the color bar, the highest occurrence cell is labeled with its magnitude.
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in Figure 5 appear distinct from each other it is important to appreciate that the Euclidean distances between 
subclusters 1, 2, 4, and 5 will all be small due to the low cloud fraction values. As an aside, the approach taken in 
Doan et al. (2021), which uses structural similarity to allocate members to clusters, shows potential as a possible 
remedy for this issue. Having a low cloud fraction will reduce the M value because a cluster with many high 
cloud fraction subclusters can show slight structural differences in the histogram which will result in relatively 
large Euclidean distances. The S values show a very large range of values including at least one very low and 
high S valued subcluster. Examination of the individual subcluster S values shows the lowest valued subcluster is 
subcluster 4 which is unsurprising given the low cloud fraction and likely abundance of similar clear sky cases. 
The remaining subclusters all show much larger S values with subcluster 3 displaying the largest value. Given that 
subcluster 4 has a much higher occurrence rate than the other subclusters, an argument could be made that their 
should be some form of cluster weighting for S value calculation. This does show the value of using the subsom 
entropy as just using the DB index would not include any occurrence rate information.

The geographic distributions of the occurrence rate for each of the subclusters of cluster 6 are shown in Figure 6. 
The regional and absolute occurrence rates are identified, where the regional value is defined as the occurrence 
rate of a subcluster given that the corresponding cluster occurs, while the absolute values are the occurrence rate 
given that a valid measurement is made. This means that the absolute occurrence rate is the same as the earlier 
definition of RFO but is defined separately here for clarity. As identified in Schuddeboom et al. (2018) cluster 6 
is confined almost entirely to land and is particularly prevalent over deserts. Subcluster 4 dominates the cluster 
and matches well with the established geographic distribution of cluster 6. Given the extremely low cloud fraction 
values associated with subcluster 4, it appears that the constituents of cluster 6 often have lower cloud fractions 
than the representative cluster. The other notable subcluster in Figure 6 is subcluster 3. This subcluster primarily 
occurs in the midlatitudes in both hemispheres. As these regions are characterized by persistent and dense cloud 
cover, it is unsurprising that the cloud fraction of subcluster 3 is considerably higher. There is also a substantial 
presence of this cluster over mountainous regions which could possibly correspond to erroneous retrievals. Given 
this difference it is surprising that this cloud would be grouped in cluster 6. This is likely a result of the constitu-
ents of this subcluster not being well captured by any of the other cluster and therefore being assigned to cluster 
6 out of a lack of suitable alternative.

To further analyze the behavior of the subclusters of cluster 6, we examine the cloud properties of each of the 
subclusters. Figure 7 shows the distribution of SW CRE, LW CRE, and the cloud fraction for each subcluster. 
Also included is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the representative subcluster and its constituent 

Figure 6. The geographic distributions of the occurrence rate for each of the subclusters associated with cluster 6. The numbers in the subtitles of each cluster represent 
the regional relative frequency of occurrence (RRFO) and the absolute relative frequency of occurrence (ARFO) of the subclusters.
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histograms. Immediately apparent is that the subclusters can be grouped into three distinct groups, with each 
corresponding to a pair of subclusters along a column in Figure 5. First, looking at the SW and LW CRE, the 
subclusters 1 and 4 pair show a small mean with a small range, the subclusters 2 and 5 pair show slightly larger 
mean and range and the subclusters 3 and 6 pair show a much larger mean and range. These same patterns are 
also observed for the cloud fraction and correlation coefficient values. The SW CRE, LW CRE, and cloud frac-
tion values support the earlier identification of subcluster 4 as mostly clear skies and subcluster 3 as an optically 
thicker midlatitude cloud. Over a quarter of the subcluster 4 measurements are associated with zero or near zero 
cloud fraction and over three quarters fall well under a value of 0.2. Clearly the results presented in Figure 7 
suggest that subclusters 3 and 4 represent fundamentally different types of clouds. The wide differences in ranges 
covered by these distributions suggest a larger difference between these subclusters than would be implied from 
the mean values alone.

The Pearson correlation coefficient data in Figure 7 are more complicated to interpret. These values show the 
range of correlation coefficients between the representative histogram and its constituent members. Examination 
of the two dominant subclusters (subclusters 3 and 4) shows drastically different behavior. Subcluster 3 displays 
strong agreement between the representative cluster and its constituents with a mean correlation coefficient 
greater than 0.6 and even the 5th percentile is close to 0.3. Subcluster 4 shows completely different results with 
a mean value below 0.2 and over a quarter of measurements below 0. However, these values will be biased due 
to the low cloud fraction values of the subcluster. This occurs because when the cloud fraction of a histogram is 
lower, a smaller change to the histogram has a much larger effect on the correlation values. The other variables 
in Figure 7 show that even though the subcluster 4 constituents do differ from the representative histogram they 
are still physically coherent.

Figure 7. The distributions of SW CRE, LW CRE, and cloud fraction of the subclusters from cluster 6. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the representative 
subcluster and the constituent histograms is also included. The mean value is indicated by the black box. The inner black bars mark the 25th and 75th percentiles, while 
the outer orange bars mark the 5th and 95th percentiles.
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As a point of comparison to cluster 6, we also examine the subclusters of cluster 1 which shows the smallest DB 
values and amongst the largest subsom entropy values. This cluster is associated with high altitude generally 
optically thin cloud concentrated over the Tropics, particularly over South East Asia. The joint histograms for 
each of the subclusters within cluster 1 are shown in Figure 8. All of these histograms consist of optically thin 
high-altitude cloud above optically thin lower level cloud. The subclusters appear to slightly differ in altitude and 
optical thickness while the form of the histogram remains largely unchanged. It is also worth noting that the cloud 
fraction values shown in subclusters 2 and 5 are smaller than the other subclusters. Compared to the equivalent 
cluster 6 histograms shown in Figure 5, the differences between the structure of the subcluster histograms in 
Figure 8 appear small. However, recall that the M values shown in Figure 3 were larger for cluster 1 than cluster 6. 
This may seem like a contradiction but is in fact due to increases in cloud fraction causing the Euclidean distances 
between subclusters to increase with small structural differences. This does not bias the DB index results as it 
should impact S and M values equally. The occurrence rates of the subclusters are also very similar which is 
expected given the large subsom entropy.

The analysis of cluster 6 in Figure 7 is recreated for the subclusters of cluster 1 as Figure 9. This figure shows 
that the subclusters of cluster 1 have very similar physical properties to one another with subcluster 1 being the 
only subcluster that is notably distinct. These results are in stark contrast to the cluster 6 results. The cluster 1 
subclusters show much more overlap in SW CRE, LW CRE, and cloud fraction distributions and have a much 
stronger correlation coefficients between the subcluster histograms and their constituents. This highlights the 
effectiveness of the subsom entropy and Davies-Bouldin index at describing the relationship between a given 
cluster and its subclusters. Interestingly, the ranges shown for all of the variables in Figure 9 are larger than the 
ranges in Figure 7. This suggests that the subclusters of cluster 1 are more restrictive in the behavior shown in 
other variables than the subclusters of cluster 6. This suggests that in a very particular way cluster 1 shows less 
physical cohesion than cluster 6.

Figure 8. The mean cloud top pressure-cloud optical thickness (CTP-COT) histograms for each of the subclusters associated with cluster 1. The numbers in the 
subtitles of each cluster represent the relative frequency of occurrence (RFO) and the mean total cloud fraction (TCF) of the members of the cluster. When a given grid 
cell exceeds the limits of the color bar, it is displayed with a number over the grid cell that states the magnitude. Additionally, if none of the cells exceed the limits of 
the color bar, the highest occurrence cell is labeled with its magnitude.
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5. Discussion
While the majority of the results presented above are simple to interpret, some of these figures could be masking 
more complex relationships. For example, the process of interpreting the cluster-specific correlation coefficient 
values in Figure 3 is complicated by a limited understanding of how the correlation coefficient relates to the 
other variables. To examine how these values relate to the S, M, and R variables, scatter plots of these values are 
included in Supporting Information S1. Also included in each of these figures is the Spearman rank-order corre-
lation coefficient between S, M, and R. These figures show no clear relationships between these variables except 
for possibly the cluster correlation and S. The Spearman values for the relationship between ranks of the cluster 
correlation values and S values indicate a relationship between the ranks of these variables. The spearman values 
are not an ideal approach considering that small perturbations to some of these values could lead to changes in 
rank. However, even if these changes in rank would occur they would not be sufficient to produce evidence of a 
relationship between these variables.

Additionally, the apparent relationship between the S and M values is also investigated. A scatter plot between 
these variables is also included in Supporting Information S1. This relationship shows a Spearman rank-order 
correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.78 and a relatively small p-value of p = 0.004 suggesting a direct relationship 
in the ranks of the two variables is plausible. This relationship appears to be more impacted by the limitations 
of the spearman coefficient with many values closely grouped and therefore ranks potentially interchangeable. 
Although, visually the evidence for a (likely nonlinear) relationship appears strong.

The clusters from Schuddeboom et al. (2018) were used extensively in this paper, but Schuddeboom et al. (2018) 
also groups these clusters into subjective types which are unexamined here. Interestingly there appears to be a 
relationship between the cloud types and the S, M, and DB values in Figure 3. The marine (clusters 3, 4, 7, and 

Figure 9. The distributions of shortwave (SW) cloud radiative effect (CRE), longwave (LW) CRE, and cloud fraction of the subclusters from cluster 1. The Pearson 
correlation coefficient between the representative subcluster and the constituent histograms is also included. The mean value is indicated by the black box. The inner 
black bars mark the 25th and 75th percentiles, while the outer orange bars mark the 5th and 95th percentiles.
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8), mixed-level (clusters 9 and 10), and stratocumulus (clusters 11 and 12) cloud types all show coherent behavior 
between all of their member clusters. However, the Tropical (clusters 1 and 2) and Land-based (clusters 5 and 6) 
cloud types display clear differences between their associated clusters. This is somewhat expected as these two 
types show larger differences in their histograms and were identified in Schuddeboom et al. (2018) as less phys-
ically coherent than the other types. Interestingly, the correlation coefficient values show greater agreement with 
this typing than the S, M, and DB values. While it is hard to draw definitive conclusions about this relationship, 
it does show that the ability for these clusters to represent their constituents is directly related to the physical 
characteristics of the clouds.

Due to their relative complexity, it is probable that the clusters with the greatest internal variability would also 
be the most challenging for models to simulate. Some insight into this relationship can be gained by comparing 
the results of this paper to the previous research in Schuddeboom et al. (2018) which identifies the quality of 
cluster simulation in the atmosphere only component of the HadGEM3 climate model (Hewitt et al., 2011). This 
previous work identifies clusters 4, 6, 9, 10, and 12 as particularly difficult for the model to capture. By exam-
ining how these clusters are shown in this work, we can get some insight into if there is a relationship between 
model biases and cluster variability. Cluster 6 has been clearly identified by both the DB and SSE as an outlier 
cluster. Clusters 9, 10, and 12 all show normal SSE and DB values, but clearly have anomalously large S and M 
values. Cluster 4, however, is not identified by any of our analysis as a notable cluster. Overall, this suggests that 
there may be some relationship between our metrics and the quality of model simulation, but the strength of this 
relationship is unclear. Further investigation is required to properly quantify how these values relate to errors in 
model simulations.

One potential criticism of this research is the exclusive use of the DB index to characterize the variability of the 
clusters. To explore how dependent these results are on this metric, we also examine the behavior of three other 
metrics; the Dunn index, CH index, and the mean Silhouette values (Calinski & Harabasz, 1974; Dunn, 1973; 
Halkidi et al., 2002a; Saini et al., 2019). Unfortunately, it is not feasible to properly calculate these metric values 
given the large sample size of our data set, so instead these metrics are estimated by randomly sampling 5,000 
points from each of the subclusters. To ensure the comparison is fair between clusters two further modifications 
are applied to these metrics. First, the DB index is inverted so that larger values indicate less variability as in 
the other metrics. Second, the CH index and Silhouette values have to be normalized to account for differences 
in occurrence rates between the subclusters to ensure that calculation is not biased due to the sampling process. 
Without this normalization, the subsampling process effectively assumes that each of the subclusters is equally 
likely to occur. The impact of this normalization is large with the differences in silhouette value shown in Figure 
S10 in Supporting Information S1.

The results from each of the different metrics is plotted in Figure 10. A cursory examination shows similarities 
between the DB index and CH index, but radically different behaviors in the results from the Dunn index and 
Silhouette values. The Dunn index appears to be a major outlier as it is often determined by the largest outliers 
within the subcluster as opposed to the other metrics which are impacted by all of the members of the subcluster. 
The DB and CH indices show good general agreement on which clusters have large values and which have small 
values. The results from the silhouette coefficient analysis appears to show relatively good clustering for cluster 
2 and flat values for all other clusters. Further interpretation of these values is complex especially the whole 
distribution of silhouette values is normally considered not just the mean. Detailed examination not included here 
shows that the value for cluster 6 is due to very high silhouette values associated with subcluster 4. In general, the 
computational costs suggest that the silhouette value limits our ability to compare results with the DB index but 
the CH index could possibly be used.

One additional issue that become apparent during the course of this research is the dependence of these results 
upon the usage of Euclidean distance. However, the Euclidean distance is slightly inappropriate for this analysis 
due to the inability to account for spatial structures in the joint histograms. This impacts the metrics used to evalu-
ate the clusters as well as the clusters themselves (as the SOM is defined using Euclidean distance). One approach 
that could resolve this issue is the S-SOM developed in Doan et al. (2021) which uses structural similarity in place 
of Euclidean distance.
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6. Conclusions
The Davies-Bouldin index and subsom entropy metrics are used to explore the variability within a set of cloud 
clusters. These metrics are used to examine subclusters generated from a set of clusters defined using CTP-COT 
joint histograms from the MODIS data set in Schuddeboom et al. (2018). The SOM algorithm was then reapplied 
to these clusters to develop a set of six subclusters for each of the established clusters. A particular effort was 
made to ensure that the methods used to investigate variability were scalable to systems with a larger number of 
clusters. This is achieved by working in a framework of first identifying any unusual clusters and then examining 
them individually. The full set of subclusters were examined using the Davies-Bouldin index and subsom entropy 
and several clusters were identified as outliers. In particular, clusters 2 and 6 (which correspond to tropical cloud 
and clear skies, respectively) were found to be the largest outliers. These results were then examined more closely 
by splitting the Davies-Bouldin index into its components, S and M, and then examining directly. This provided 
a more detailed understanding of the subclusters and the nature of the variability within the clusters. This was 
particularly valuable for understanding clusters 1, 2, 5, 6, and 9 (associated with tropical cloud, land-based cloud, 
and mixed layer cloud) each of which showed some evidence of complex internal variability within the originally 
defined cluster. These results were also partitioned into different regions of the globe showing a general agree-
ment with the global results. Some clusters were identified as showing regionally distinct behavior over particular 
regions such as clusters 1 and 11 and also some regions which showed major deviations in behavior such as the 
North Ocean region.

Figure 10. The values for the DB index, Dunn index, CH index, and mean silhouette values. Each of these variables is calculated using the subclusters as outlined for 
the DB index in the methodology section. Due to computational restrictions, these values are just estimates of the metric value. The black line indicates the mean value 
for the corresponding metrics over all of the clusters.
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The metric analysis consistently identified cluster 6 as a major outlier. Globally this cluster shows both the largest 
Davies-Bouldin index value and the smallest subsom entropy value. To better understand the variability in cluster 
6 results, the subcluster histograms and geographic distributions of subcluster occurrence rates were examined. 
Subcluster 4 of cluster 6 was shown to be dominant subcluster accounting for 71% of the cluster 6 occurrences 
with subcluster 3 the next most common at 13%. These subclusters are associated with radically different types 
of clouds, with a difference in average cloud fraction of over 70%. The geographic distributions of the subclus-
ter occurrence rates were examined and showed that subcluster 4 was dominant over desert regions, behaving 
exactly as expected given the low cloud fraction associated with the cluster. The second most frequent subcluster 
of cluster 6 (subcluster 3) was concentrated over the midlatitudes and mountainous regions. This is somewhat 
unexpected given the high cloud cover over this region but could be the result of these histograms not having a 
suitable place in any other cluster. The distributions of SW CRE and LW CRE were also examined and showed 
large differences between subclusters 3 and 4. This independently shows that these two subclusters represent 
very different types of clouds. In addition to cluster 6, the subclusters of cluster 1 were examined using the same 
approaches and as expected from our metrics showed much smaller variations than in cluster 6.

The metrics used in this paper were able to identify clusters that have large internal variability. More detailed 
analysis was then used to better understand the nature of this variability. Combined with the development of 
subclusters, this presents a new approach for understanding an established set of clusters. This introduced frame-
work is likely the most useful result of this paper. While there has been some past research focused on understand-
ing clusters through subclusters, it has generally been limited and often only for the purpose of cluster number 
identification. Similarly, using the DB index in the manner it is used in this paper is a significant deviation from 
most past usage.

There are several clear possibilities for future development and refinement of this approach. For instance, these 
metrics would be particularly useful on complex data sets with a larger number of identified clusters. Examples of 
this include the intercomparison of several climate models as described in Schuddeboom and McDonald (2021) 
or the organization of large document databases as in Kohonen (2013). The metrics would be particularly useful 
for these applications because it could allow the rapid identification of clusters that show unusual behavior, a 
process that would normally require significant manual investigation with a large data set. Another extension 
would be introducing a second variable that is different from what is used to generate the original clusters and 
then using this second variable to generate the subclusters. This could aide in understanding the strength of differ-
ent physical relationships to the cloud clusters. A clear example of this approach would be building on the work 
linking vertical velocity measurements with the cloud clusters in McDonald and Parsons (2018) by examining 
clusters generated from CTP-COT histograms and then generating subclusters using vertical velocity. We are also 
interested in the potential that fuzzy clustering approaches could have in this space.

Data Availability Statement
The cloud clusters that were used as the basis for this research are accessible at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.1202280 (Schuddeboom,  2018). The CERES data were obtained from https://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/ 
(Doelling, 2013), and the MODIS data were obtained from https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/ (Platnick et al., 2015).
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